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Paul Minors of PaulMinors.com, is a productivity blogger and consultant from New 
Zealand. If that name sounds familiar, you might remember Paul from a fun productivity 
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roundtable episode we did towards the end of 2016. That was episode 197 if you want 
to go back and check it out. 

Since then, Paul’s built a really cool business. He’s earning several thousand dollars a 
month and has been able to quit his job -- by helping other companies and individuals 
with stuff he was excited about. 

A lot of this conversation is going to center on specific software tools, which as a side 
hustle tactic, is fantastic. If you can hitch your car onto a rising tide of interest in a 
particular tool, become the go-to expert in that space, you can do really well. 

Which is exactly how Paul started his consulting business. Since then he’s expanded 
his range of services while streamlining his business, as you’d expect from a 
productivity master. 

Listen in for some ideas you might be able to apply to your own areas of expertise. Or 
maybe you’ll uncover some areas of expertise you never really considered that special 
before. 

How Did You Choose Your Niche? 

Paul said that what he kept hearing when people talked about how to find a niche, was, 
“The niche you land on should be something that you’re passionate about, something 
that you’re good at, and something that people are willing to pay for”. 

This is advice Paul followed when he started consulting, although he says it kind of 
happened by accident. Paul got started with consulting by teaching people how to use a 
productivity tool called Asana. 

His first experience with the tool was while he was working full-time in marketing. The 
company he was working for wanted to bring a productivity tool in, so Paul suggested 
Asana as he knew a little about it. He took the lead on figuring out how to use it and 
ended up transitioning 30-40 employees onto using the tool. 

How Paul Grew His Consulting Side Hustle and Left His Day Job 

Now Paul had a comprehensive understanding of how to use Asana, he decided to offer 
to consult people online. He started off by making a profile on Clarity.fm in early 2016. 
Clarity is a site that connects experts with people seeking help/answers for a $ amount 
per minute. Paul listed Asana as one of his skills, and he started getting calls from 
people in need of help. Paul also did a few calls for free to help build some traction on 
the platform and get some reviews. 

He said the platform was a great way to validate his consulting business and prove 
there was demand for Asana consulting. Some of the callers became clients off the 
platform too. Around the same time, Paul set up a landing page on his website for 
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Asana consulting. He started ranking well in Google as he was one the only people 
offering this service and used AdWords to send more traffic to the page. 

Paul’s goal was to replace his day job income with his consulting side hustle. The 
number he had as his goal was $3,500 per month. He achieved this by the end of 2016 
and decided to leave his day job to pursue his consulting business full-time. 

At the beginning of 2017, Paul embarked on 6-months of traveling with his wife. So, 
leaving his full-time job and being able to work location independent worked out 
perfectly. Paul carried on working 15-20 hours a week while traveling. When he was 
back home in New Zealand in June, he decided to really go full-time on his consulting 
business. 

“I noticed the impact of that straight away, within a couple of months I had doubled my 
income,” Paul told me. 

How Are You Marketing Your Business and Getting Traffic? 

AdWords has been a big part of driving qualified and targeted traffic to Paul’s website. 
He’s been using AdWords since he started, and said using exact match keywords over 
broad terms has been a big factor in the quality of traffic he’s received. 

He uses terms like “Asana expert”, and “Asana consultant”, not keywords for Asana 
training. A small thing, but it makes a huge difference in the quality of traffic he’s getting. 
He wants to only attract people who are looking for consulting as this is the service he’s 
offering. 

YouTube has also become a huge source of referral traffic and clients for Paul. He 
started recording videos in 2017 just to “create some credibility.” Paul would create 
videos showing some of the things he teaches, as well as case studies and interviews 
with some of the client’s he’s worked with. He started noticing that people were 
contacting him saying they’d seen his videos and want to work with him. 

Some people pull back from putting too much free content out there. But Paul said in his 
experience, “The more you give away for free, the more people want to work with you.” 

Tips for Building a Landing Page That Converts 

Paul has a really good looking landing page (you can see it here). Paul said his goal 
was to create a really simple page that makes it easy for someone to book a call with 
him to open up a dialogue. 

“My only call-to-action is to book an introductory call,” Paul said. He has a button at the 
top which sends the user to his calendar to book a time slot, which is powered by 
Calendly. Below this, he’s listed his credentials, how he can help solve the common 
problems people are experiencing, and some testimonials from happy clients. 
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He offers a free 30-minute introductory call where he finds out about his prospective 
client. Then puts together a plan of action afterward and sets up another call to talk 
them through it. 

For those of you who want to build a landing page that looks just a good as Paul’s, he 
used OptimizePress. 

When Did You Start Adding More Products? 

With the model for marketing and selling consulting services for Asana validated and 
working well. In 2017 Paul decided to add more products and consulting services to his 
suite of products. 

He looked at which tools he uses daily and could offer support for and added PipeDrive, 
MailChimp, and Zapier to his list of services. Looking back, Paul said maybe it would 
have made more sense to specialize in just CRM’s. But he wanted to focus on the tools 
he uses and knows well. 

Are You Also Getting Affiliate Commissions for Recommending These Tools? 

Doing this for affiliate commissions wasn’t a factor when Paul started out. In fact, 
PipeDrive and Asana didn’t even have affiliate programs when he started 
recommending them. They do now however, and this adds an additional “passive” 
revenue stream to Paul’s monthly income. 

PipeDrive pays 20% per user, per month on a recurring basis. So, if Paul signs up a 
team of 30 to use the software, he’s getting 20% for each user every month. Paul 
pointed out it’s a good win-win relationship for the software providers. It an incentive for 
Paul to keep in touch with his clients to ensure they are still using the software and see 
if they need any additional support. 

Partner Programs and Certifications 

Learning these software tools inside out takes some time and hard work. The 
companies behind the tools offer partner programs, which means you get a certification 
badge to prove you’ve been through a test with them when you pass. 

It’s a nice stamp of approval and added social proof that you are recognized as an 
expert using their software. Paul went back and added his certification badges to all his 
YouTube video thumbnails and under his list of certifications. 

What Else Is Working for You? 

Paul is in a comfortable position now where he doesn’t need to go looking for clients. He 
did share some of things that worked for him while he was growing his audience and 
client base, some of which may also work for you. 
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A couple of hacks were spending time in the support forums for these tools answering 
questions and being helpful. As well as setting up alerts on Twitter using TweetDeck to 
get notified when people were tweeting the companies with questions. Paul would then 
jump in first and help them to get his name out there. 

What's Your Pitch and Closing like on a Call? 

As already mentioned, the relationship with a client starts when they book a call with 
Paul. On this call, Paul makes sure he finds out as much as possible about the client 
and their business, asking questions like: 

• How did you find me? 
• Tell me about your business? 
• How are you using Asana at the moment? 
• What do you need help with? 

He lets them talk as much as they are willing to. Then starts to probe deeper with a few 
“why” questions, like: 

• Why do you need help? 
• Why do you want to work with me? 

Paul said these types of questions help the client justify with themselves why they need 
his service, and will push any doubts to the side. If they will benefit from an audit, Paul 
will try and close that on the call. 

For some of his other services, Paul needs to prepare a proposal after the call tailored 
to the client and the information they gave him. He used to email this on to them, but 
now he delivers it over another call and has found this has increased his closing rate. 

Adding Digital Downloads to His Portfolio 

Paul also has a number of digital downloads for sale on his site. He has some video 
courses related to productivity, as well as some courses that tie into his consulting work. 
Such as his How to Automate Pipedrive 10-part video series. 

He said some people find these products organically and purchase them without him 
having to have a conversation about them. But, for the most part, Paul uses these 
products as an upsell when selling his consulting packages. 

He offers some products at a discount, or even for free if someone is buying one of his 
higher tier consulting packages. Paul is using the Easy Digital Downloads plugin to 
handle the delivery of his digital downloads. It’s a really good tool, and completely free. 

What’s Next? 
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Paul said he has been inspired by Paul Jarvis’ work and really enjoyed his book, The 
Company of One. Paul was on episode 329 of The Side Hustle Show, so check out that 
episode if you want to learn more about Paul Jarvis. 

What he’s realized from Paul’s book is that he is also really happy with just one 
assistant and a little help from his wife. He doesn’t want to grow his team, and his 
current earnings provide a comfortable lifestyle for him and his family. “Right now, I’m 
pretty happy with the status quo,” Paul told me. 

Paul’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation 

“Keep going.” 

More Info: 

• https://www.sidehustlenation.com/344 
• https://paulminors.com/ 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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